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Abstract
The imperfect spectrum monitoring (SM) is a major obstacle to detect the emergence of primary user (PU) quickly during

the cognitive users’ (CUs’) data transmission which results data-loss and introduces the interference at PU. The cooper-

ation in CUs for SM is an effective solution to improve its performance. Therefore, in this paper, a scenario, where CUs can

cooperate with each other for SM is presented and have analyzed the effect of cooperation on various performance metrics

namely, the data-loss, interference efficiency, and energy efficiency. An algorithm is illustrated for the computation of

data-loss under various conditions of the traffic intensity of PU and probability of SM error. Moreover, the closed-form

expressions of these metrics are derived for the cooperative and non-cooperative SM. Further, the simulation results are

presented for various scenarios of traffic intensity, probability of SM error and channel gain between the CUs’ transmitter

to PU receiver. Furthermore, the Monte-Carlo simulation results are exploited to consider the random nature of the PUs’

traffic intensity as well as to support the numerically simulated results.
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1 Introduction

The cognitive radio (CR) is a prominent technology relying

on the dynamic spectrum access (DSA) mechanism in

order to overcome the spectrum scarcity issue which is

originated due to static spectrum allocation policy [1–5].

For DSA, the unlicensed/cognitive user (CU) is allowed to

access the spectrum of licensed/primary user (PU) in such a

way that the PU communication remains impervious. The

DSA mechanism comprises the spectrum sensing, spec-

trum analysis and decision, spectrum sharing/accessing and

spectrum mobility [1]. The CU senses its environment in

order to perceive the idle channels and then analyze these

channels. Further, the most suitable channel is selected

according to the CUs’ application and share this channels’

information with all other CUs in the network so that they

avoid accessing the same channel. Furthermore, the com-

munication is established on the same channel using

appropriate spectrum accessing technique [6]. In addition

to this, it is possible that the PU resume its communication

during CUs’ data transmission period and at that time the

CU needs to stop the communication on that channel.

However, in order to continue the CUs’ unfinished trans-

mission, the CU switches its communication on other

suitable idle channel and this process is known as spectrum

handoff/mobility [7, 8]. For the spectrum mobility, there is

a need to detect the emergence of PU simultaneous to the

data transmission by CU which is a challenging task

however the spectrum monitoring (SM) allows this func-

tionality for CU. In the SM, the CU exploits the statistics of
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the received signal such as receiver error count (REC),

energy level etc. to detect the emergence of PU [9].

The SM is proposed by Boyd et al. [9]. in 2012 and

further explored by various researchers [10–13]. The key

idea for SM is the change in the receiver statistics i.e. error

count. The CU receiver receives the data (in the form of

packets) with tolerable number of error in the packet which

is known as REC. The emergence of PU creates interference

at the CU receiver which increases the number of errors and

that change in REC is used to detect the emergence of PU.

Similarly, the energy level also increases on the emergence

of PU which is also used to detect the same. In [10], the

authors have investigated the problem of SM over the

Rayleigh fading channels and have explored the concept of

multiple antennas on the CU in order to reduce the effect of

multipath fading using the diversity combining techniques.

It is reported that the proposed technique outperforms the

only REC technique. In [11], the authors have proposed an

energy ratio SM algorithm for the orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) based cognitive radio net-

work (CRN) and reported that the proposed approach out-

performs the receiver statistics method in terms of detection

delay however, the complexity is twice than that of the

energy detector. Orooji et al. [12] have proposed a decision

statistic for SM using REC and have analyzed the detection

and false-alarm probabilities. Furthermore, the authors have

exploited an optimization problem to maximize the channel

utilization using constraint on the detection delay. Recently,

the authors in [13] have analyzed the effect of SM on the

‘‘energy and data loss of CU’’ and ‘‘interference at the PU

due to CU transmission’’. It is observed that the introduction

of SM in the high-traffic CRN (HTCRN) improves ‘‘energy-

and data-loss of the CU’’ as well as the ‘‘interference at the

PU due to CU transmission’’ as compared to that of the

conventional (without SM system) HTCRNs. In [8], the

authors have exploited the SM and prediction techniques

simultaneously, to improve the performance of spectrum

mobility/handoff. The AND and OR fusion rules are used to

combine the results of both techniques. Various SM tech-

niques discussed in [9–13] are considered to be perfect

which means these are able to detect the emergence of PU

quickly and correctly (spectrum monitoring error is zero).

However, the consideration of SM as a perfect phenomenon

is an impractical scenario since the SM relies on the

received signal which is affected by the channel having

random nature. Therefore, in [14], the authors have intro-

duced the concept of imperfect SM and studied its effects on

data-loss, power wastage, interference efficiency and

energy efficiency in CRNs [14]. This study reveals that the

imperfection in SM degrades the performance of CRN. To

the best-of-authors’ knowledge, the prominent ways to

overcome the effects of imperfection in SM are unexplored.

A potential way to manage the imperfections is cooperation

among CUs. Therefore, to improve the performance of

CRN with imperfect SM, we have exploited the cooperation

among CUs in this paper. The contribution in this paper is

summarized as follows.

• We have proposed a potential and feasible framework

of cooperative SM (CM) for CRN which is analyzed for

different scenarios of the traffic intensity and spectrum

monitoring error.

• The closed-form expressions of the achieved through-

put, data-loss, interference efficiency and energy effi-

ciency are derived.

• The Monte-Carlo simulations are exploited in order to

consider the effect of random events i.e. traffic intensity

of PU.

This paper is structured as follows. In the Sect. 2, the

system model of the proposed framework is described. The

Sect. 3 comprises performance analysis of the proposed

system model and simulation results with their analysis are

presented in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the work

with future perspectives.

2 System model

In the proposed system model, a PU network is considered

in which the transceiver pair communicates using a channel

having bandwidth B as shown in Fig. 1. The CRN com-

prises N number of CU pair which are allowed to exploit

the spectrum of PU in such a way that all the CUs get equal

bandwidth and thus the bandwidth allocated to each CU is

B/N. The proposed model comprises high-traffic environ-

ment having traffic intensity of PU greater than 0.5.

Therefore the CUs perform spectrum prediction in the

previous time frame during the data transmission in order

to select the channel with highest idle probability for

spectrum sensing in the current frame. This result the

improvement in the sensing process since it saves the

sensing time and energy spent on the sensing of active

channels [15–18]. Here, the time allocated for spectrum

prediction in the time frame (T) is null however, the fix

power (PP) is required. The spectrum prediction is well

explored in literature [15–18]. Therefore, in this paper, the

key intent is on cooperative SM.

In the current frame, the CU performs spectrum sensing

for time s and starts data transmission for time (T - s)

with power P1 on the idle sensed channel. In the data

transmission period, the process of SM is performed,

simultaneous to the data transmission in order to know the

emergence of PU. The SM emerges as a significant phe-

nomenon only when the PU resumes its communication

during the data transmission, therefore, in order to consider

this event, we have assumed that the probability of PUs’
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emergence in the data transmission period is provided by

the traffic intensity of PU (q). The traffic intensity of PU is

assumed to be a binary stochastic hypothesis, in which 0

and 1 represents the idle and active channels, respectively

[19]. Moreover, the average arrival and channel holding

time of PU is modeled as Poisson distribution (parameter

k) and Binomial distribution (parameter l), respectively

[20]. Thus the probability of channel to be active/busy

(PðH1)) is defined as: PðH1Þ ¼ l=k however, the proba-

bility of the channel being idle (PðH0Þ) is defined as:

PðH0Þ ¼ k� lð Þ=k. In the considered model, the proba-

bility of the channel to be idle PðH1Þ is assumed as the

traffic intensity of the PU channel (q) which means

q ¼ PðH1Þ ¼ l=k. The large value of traffic intensity

means the PU emerges in the initial part of data trans-

mission period however the low value signifies the emer-

gence of PU in the later part. The number of packet

transmitted during the data transmission period is N0: In

addition to this, every CU performs spectrum sensing

during sensing period individually and cooperate with each

other to formulate the final decision on the state of channel

i.e. either idle or active. If the final decision is active, all

the CUs start data transmission in the form of packets. For

cooperation, the CUs need to share the data with the fusion

center and one effective way of data sharing for moving

users is presented in [21]. There is prospect that the PU

resumes its communication during the data transmission

then at this time, it is the responsibility of the CU to detect

the emergence of PU and stops the communication. The

detection of emergence of PU is potential phenomenon

which is achieved by applying SM. In the proposed model,

the SM is assumed as the imperfect phenomenon which is a

feasible scenario and imperfections in this process are

presented by the probability of SM error (Pme) The

imperfection in SM means the emergence of PU is not

detected immediately, however detected after certain

detection delay. This imperfection causes due to channel

uncertainties and/or the hardware system errors. The higher

value of Pme indicates that there is more delay in the

detection of PU. The delay in detection of the emergence of

PU results the continuation of CU communication and

causes the data collision/loss as well as introduces the

significant interference at PU. The interference power at

PU depends on the channel gain between CU transmitter

and PU receiver hsp
� �

which is also known as interference

link. Therefore, in order to diminish the effect of imper-

fections, the cooperation between CUs play an important

role. The CUs decide the state of emergence of PU either 0

or 1and reports to the controlling unit (CU) where the final

decision is achieved by combining all the reported state

using l out of N rule, which is a hard decision combining

rule used to fuse the data. If the final decision confirms the

emergence of PU, all the CUs stop their communication

otherwise continues. Further, the cooperation in the SM

improves the probability of SM error. When the data are

fused using l out of N rule (hard fusion rule), the proba-

bility of SM error (Qme) is defined as [22]:

Qme ¼
XN

j¼l

ðNj CÞ Pmeð Þ j 1 � Pmeð ÞN�j ð1Þ

where C signifies the mathematical combination. More-

over, NPPU ,NPCU , hss, and hsp denote the noise power at PU

receiver, noise power at CU receiver, channel gain from

CU transmitter to CU receiver, channel gain from CU

transmitter to PU receiver, respectively.

3 Performance analysis of proposed CRN

In this section, the effect of imperfect SM on the data-loss

of proposed CRN is illustrated. The data-loss occurs in the

CRN when the PU reappears during the data transmission

Fig. 1 The scenario of the

proposed cooperative SM in

cognitive radio networks
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of CU and the probability of reappearance is yielded by the

traffic intensity of PU. The perfect SM is an impractical

scenario in which the reappearance of PU is detected very

quickly which means within a data packet time1 (loss of

that single packet). On the other hand, the imperfect SM is

a feasible scenario in which the data-loss is the function of

the probability of SM error (Pme). In the considered CRN,

the fix number of packets gets lost among the total number

of packets, which depends on the SM error. In the con-

sidered CRN, the computation of number of packets lost

among total number of packets follows the Binomial dis-

tribution [20]. The Binomial distribution yields the discrete

probability distribution, Pp x=Xð Þ, to achieve exactly x

successes out of X Bernoulli trials (where the results of

each Bernoulli trial is true with probability p and false with

probability ð1 � p)). Similarly, in the proposed CRN, the

discrete probability distribution P k=Noð Þ of obtaining

exactly k number of packets lost out of No (where the data-

loss result is true with probability Pme and false with

probability ð1 � Pme).Thus, the probability of data-loss due

to probability of SM error in the non-cooperative SM2,3

(NCM) is defined as:

PNCM

k

No

� �
¼ No

k C � Pmeð Þk 1 � Pmeð ÞNo�k ð2Þ

Similarly, the probability of data-loss due to probability of

SM error in the cooperative monitoring (CM) is presented

as:

PCM

k

No

� �
¼ No

k C � Qmeð Þk 1 � Qmeð ÞNo�k ð3Þ

Further, the average number of data packets lost (kavg) (see

footnotes 2, 3) for the cooperative and non-cooperative

monitoring are evaluated, respectively by computing the

expectation of variables as follows:

kNCM avg ¼
XNo

k¼1

k � PNCM

k

No

� �
ð4Þ

kCM avg ¼
XNo

k¼1

k � PCM

k

No

� �
ð5Þ

There is loss of one single packet even for Pme ¼ 0.

Therefore, to compute the total number of packet lost in the

CRN (kan) for both the cases, one packet need to add to kavg

which is presented as: kan NCM ¼ 1 þ kavg NCM

� �
and

kan CM ¼ 1 þ kavg CM

� �
.

In the proposed CRN, the communication is established

using frame structures which means after fix time interval

i.e. the frame time (T), the CU periodically repeats the

process of spectrum sensing and data transmission.

Therefore, it is possible that the CU switches from data

transmission mode to spectrum sensing mode of the next

frame, immediately after the emergence of PU because of

ending of the data transmission interval. In this case, the

number of packets lost relies on the time of emergence of

PU which is the function of traffic intensity (q) in the

proposed CRN. Thus, the complete data loss in the pro-

posed CRN (kcomp) is not only the function of the SM error

but also of the traffic intensity of PU.

Therefore, to find the complete data-loss in the proposed

CRN, there is need to compute the total number of packets to

be transmitted after the emergence of PU (kTAEPU) which

relies on the traffic intensity and computed

as:kTAEPU ¼ 1 � qð Þ � No. The complete data loss in the

non-cooperative ðkcomp NCM) and cooperative ðkcomp CM)

CRN is:

kcomp NCM ¼ kan NCM if kTAEPU � kan NCM

kTAEPU if kTAEPU\kan NCM

� �
ð6Þ

kcomp CM ¼ kan CM if kTAEPU � kan CM

kTAEPU if kTAEPU\kan CM

� �
ð7Þ

If the number of packets to be transmitted after the

emergence of PU is greater than the total number of

packets lost due to monitoring error for the non-coopera-

tive and cooperative case, then the complete data loss in the

proposed CRN is kan NCM and kan CM , respectively,

otherwise kTAEPU . The complete data-loss of the proposed

CRN for the non-cooperative is illustrated in Algorithm 1,

where three scenarios are discussed as follows. (1) q = 0,

which means the PU will not appear in the data transmis-

sion phase which results no data loss even if the proposed

system has SM error which means, in this special case there

is no significant role of the SM. (2) (0\ q\ 1) &&

Pme ¼ 0ð Þ, which means the emergence of PU is confirmed

and the monitoring system is perfect. In this case, the

emergence of PU is detected within a packet transmission

time and particular that packet data get lost. 3) (0\ q\ 1)

&& Pme ¼ 0ð Þ, which is a practical state of affairs. If we

avoid the effect of q, the data loss in this case due to

monitoring error is the function of Pme as derived in (2).

However, the total data-loss is the number of packets lost

due to Pme plus one data packet, because the particular

packet lost even when Pme is zero. On the other hand, on

the consideration of the effect of q, the complete data loss

in the proposed CRN becomes the function of both the Pme

and q, which is calculated as given in (6). Similarly, in the

cooperative case, the data-loss becomes the function of Qme

and q which is derived in (7).

1 Assumption: The perfect SM system is very quick and ideal, even

though a particular packet is required to compute decision statistics.
2 The subscript NCM represents the non-cooperative spectrum

monitoring
3 The subscript CM represents the cooperative spectrum monitoring.
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Due to the imperfection in SM, the CU unable to detects

the emergence of PU quickly, and continue the data trans-

mission, even after the emergence of PU which results the

interference at the PU receiver. The CU transmission starts

interfering with the PU transmission when the PU emerges

and continue this till the detection of emergence. As the

detection of emergence of the PU during data transmission

period is the function of Pme and Qme for non-cooperative

and cooperative case, respectively, therefore the interfer-

ence at the PU is also the function of Pme and Qme.

For the non-cooperative SM case, the number of packets

lost after the emergence of PU, relies on the Pme and Qme.

The starting time (Is) and ending time (IE) of the interfer-

ence at PU depends on the traffic intensity (q) of PU and on

the Pme and Qme for the cooperative and non-cooperative

SM cases, respectively, which are computed as:

Is ¼ 1 � qð Þ � T � Tsð Þð Þf g þ Tsð Þf g ð8Þ

IE NCM ¼ Is þ kcomp NCM � PT
� �

ð9Þ

IE CM ¼ Is þ kcomp CM � PT
� �

ð10Þ

where PT is the packet duration and defined

as:PT ¼ T � Tsð Þ=No. Now, the various performance

metrics have to compute by using the above analysis of the

data-loss in Algorithm 1. The performance metrics

exploited further are the achieved throughput and data-loss,

interference efficiency and energy efficiency which are

computed as follows.

3.1 Computation of achieved throughput
and data loss

The throughput obtained due to collision free data-trans-

mission is defined as the achieved throughput (RA),

whereas the throughput obtained during collision is con-

sidered as data-loss of the network. The achieved

throughput of the proposed CRN is computed as:

RA ¼ ððIs � TsÞ=TÞ � log2 1 þ P1hss

NPCU

� �
ð11Þ

In the non-cooperative SM, kcomp NCM number of packets

lost which relies on the probability of the SM error due to

which the total data loss time is: kcomp � PT . Therefore, the

data-loss in this case is calculated as:

DLNCM ¼ ðkcomp NCM � PTÞ
T

� �
� log2 1 þ P1hss

NPCU

� �

ð12Þ

Similarly, in case of cooperative SM the data loss (DLCM):

DLCM ¼ ðkcomp CM � PTÞ
T

� �
� log2 1 þ P1hss

NPCU

� �
ð13Þ

3.2 Computation of the interference efficiency

The interference efficiency (IE) [23, 24] is a prominent

performance metric if the CU introduces interference at the

PU which is defined as the number of bits transmitted per

unit of energy imposed on the PU. In the proposed CRN, it

is ratio of the achieved throughput to the power received at

PU receiver when the original state of PU is active and due

to which the units are bits/joule/Hz. Now, the power

received at PU receiver due to CU transmission is con-

sidered as the interference to the PU communication (IF)

and for the non-cooperative and cooperative SM denoted as

IFNCM and IFCM , respectively, which are computed as:

Wireless Networks (2019) 25:989–997 993
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IFNCM ¼ kcomp NCM � PT

T

� �
� P1 � hsp ð14Þ

IFCM ¼ kcomp CM � PT

T

� �
� P1 � hsp ð15Þ

Further, the interference efficiency for the non-cooperative

and cooperative SM case is computed as follows:

IENCM ¼ RA

IFNCM

ð16Þ

IECM ¼ RA

IFCM

ð17Þ

3.3 Computation of the energy efficiency

The energy efficient nature of CRN supports the green

communication concept and liberates the customers from

futile power consumption. Therefore, the effect of non-

cooperative and cooperative SM on the energy efficiency

of the proposed CRN is analyzed. The energy efficiency

(EE) [25, 26] is defined as the ratio of achieved throughput

to the power consumed by the system and its units are bits/

joule/Hz. The power consumed for the non-cooperative and

cooperative SM case is defined as:

PCNCM ¼ ðIE NCM � TsÞ
T

� P1

� �
þ Ps þ PP ð18Þ

PCCM ¼ ðIE CM � TsÞ
T

� P1

� �
þ Ps þ PP ð19Þ

where PP and PS are the powers required for the spectrum

prediction and sensing techniques. Therefore the EE for the

non-cooperative and cooperative SM case is computed as

follows:

EENCM ¼ RA

PCNCM

ð20Þ

EECM ¼ RA

PCCM

ð21Þ

4 Results and discussion

This section presents the numerically simulated results of

the data-loss, interference efficiency and energy efficiency

for the proposed cooperative SM CRN model and have

compared with the non-cooperative SM CRN. The IEEE

802.22 is the first wireless standard relies on cognitive

radio [27] used to form the wireless regional area network

(WRAN), therefore the simulation parameters selected in

proposed CRN are inspired by WRAN standard and are

presented in the Table 1. Moreover, in order to validate the

proposed CRN, we have exploited the randomness in

emergence of PU using traffic intensity of PU and the

Monte-Carlo simulation for the 10,000 runs.

The variations of data-loss (in the form of packets) for

cooperative and non-cooperative SM are presented in

Fig. 2. The cooperative SM outperforms the non-coopera-

tive SM in terms of data-loss. Moreover, it is palpable that

the data-loss for non-cooperative SM increases almost

linearly however, in case of cooperative SM, it remains

constant for certain value of Pme till the Qme achieved the

value which causes packet loss greater than one. The

relation between the interference efficiency and probability

of SM error for cooperative and non-cooperative SM with

different traffic intensities is illustrated in Fig. 3. The

interference efficiency is an improved metric in case of the

cooperative monitoring as compared to that of the non-

cooperative SM for all considered values of the traffic

intensity. In addition to this, the non-cooperative SM

depicts the exponential decay of interference efficiency

with increase of probability of SM error, however, in case

of cooperative monitoring, the interference efficiency fol-

lows the fix value till the Qme causes data loss greater than

one and then starts decaying. Moreover, the increase in q
results the decrease in achieved throughput for certain

value of Pme as well as Qme and interference efficiency is

the ratio of achieved throughput to the interference intro-

duced at PU. Therefore, the interference efficiency is large

for small values of q and reduces with its increment in both

the cases of cooperative and non-cooperative SM.

The variations of interference efficiency with channel

gain from CU transmitter to the PU receiver (hsp) for

various values of the traffic intensity is depicted in Fig. 4.

The rate of change of interference efficiency is significantly

large for small values of hsp however it decays with

increase in the hsp. Moreover, the cooperative SM outper-

forms the non-cooperative SM in terms of interference

efficiency. As the channel gain from CU transmitter to PU

receiver increases for fix value of the channel gain form

CU transmitter to CU receiver, the interference efficiency

decays almost exponentially. The relation between the

energy efficiency and probability of SM error for various

values of the traffic intensity is presented in Fig. 5.

The energy efficiency is more in cooperative SM as

compared to that of the non-cooperative SM however it

Table 1 The simulation parameters for the proposed HTCRN

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

T 100 ms No 100 hss 0.8

N 10 P1 6 W hsp 0.2

Ts 2.5 ms NPPU 0.4 W NPCU 0.4 W

PP 0.2 W PS 0.2 W
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decreases with increase in the probability of SM error for

both the cases i.e. non-cooperative and cooperative spec-

trum monitoring. In addition to this, the energy efficiency

shows inversely proportional relation with the traffic

intensity which means energy efficiency decreases with

increase of the traffic intensity.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have exploited the cooperative SM in the

CRN and have analyzed the data-loss, achieved through-

put, interference efficiency as well as energy efficiency. It

is concluded that the cooperative SM outperforms the non-

cooperative SM in terms of the aforementioned perfor-

mance metrics. Further, the Monte-Carlo simulations have

been exploited to validate the numerically simulated

results. This paper explores the homogeneous CRN in

which all the CUs have same SM error, however the case of

CUs with different SM error is more feasible which will be

explored in the future communication.
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